
Sapizon Technologies Redefining QA with
Robust Automation Strategies

CALIFORNIA, USA, December 13, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- As the ideal personification of

growing with the trends and consistently delivering

on the requirements of a client, Sapizon

Technologies has aced almost every challenge in its

way to establishing its position as one of the leading

software testing companies in USA. It is important

for business enterprises to actively follow every activity in the IT domain so that they can make

the right choices when it comes to outsourcing processes like QA.

In this digital age, every company looks for two things when launching a project. One is to ensure

the project is completed in the allotted time and the second is to ensure there is no compromise

in quality while accelerating proceedings. The best way of achieving this is to adopt Automation

Testing. Sapizon is considered the perfect exponent of carrying out processes like Automation

with the desired efficiency. The graph of this company's growth is hardly comparable as they

have achieved great heights in few years since came into existence.

Also, it is very important to understand the dynamics of a product or application before getting

into automation which Sapizon does effectively. These dynamics involve the type of product

being tested, the domain it falls under, the target audience for the client, and many more. Each

of these cases would demand the QA team to process in a different way which is why

organizations are now heavily reliant on standalone software testing companies that are an ideal

combination of both experience and skill.

Impact of Automation Testing

Test automation has been a vital cog in revolutionizing the process in modern mobile app

development. This makes testing much more convenient than it was with manual testing and

prevents it from becoming a dormant process or a roadblock from the early delivery of the

product.

Although it is hard to put out a real figure on the value it delivers for companies, the credibility of

the products increases along with that of the organization.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://sapizon.com/mobile-app-development-company-in-usa/
https://sapizon.com/mobile-app-development-company-in-usa/


Software testers are entrusted with the responsibility of formulating new metrics that help

accurately determine the impact of test automation. It also helps them

understand the estimated costs of testing and further evaluate the perks of automation.

One of the most basic metrics is, the amount of testing you are doing. It involves keeping a count

of the tests that you are intending to run. The general rule of thumb in QA is more tests mean

better software. But when automation comes into the picture, things are not necessarily the

same.

The tests that are manually written are required to evolve based on requirements. If these tests

are not automated, it becomes a problem as it would put the organization in a position that

poses as writing tests to increase a metric.

In general, all these metrics are largely beneficial to the project. The QA team gets to measure

what part of the code base has unit tests associated with it. The fact that achieving 100% code

coverage is a tough task encourages developers to write tests keeping the metrics in mind.

Nowadays, most companies have resorted to automating the testing process in any way they

can. Even though some tests are not ideal for automation, this is an effective strategy to operate

by.

Word of the Leadership

Kartik Thathagar, the Chief Technology Officer at Sapizon outlines what that "QA is primarily a

skill-based process which also requires experience in case the team comes across

unprecedented situations. It is important that every software tester is vigilant in his or her

approach and does not get weighed down or burdened by the process. Because even if a single

defect escapes, the product could be in for failure. This is exactly what all QA teams avoid and

work on. One more important aspect to emphasize here is the technology and types of

strategies adopted to drive the process effectively. It is very crucial to be adaptive to changes,

particularly in a competitive business environment. Sapizon's QA team is very much adaptive

and carries out the automation process without any real issues. It is important for us as a

service-based company to understand the trends and follow suit."

About Sapizon

Sapizon Technologies is a leading software testing company in USA providing services in various

regions like California, Texas, Washington, Florida, Colorado, Hawaii, and more. They have

completed 100+ successful projects in the testing

domain since the company came into existence at an average satisfaction rate of 99%.

https://sapizon.com/software-testing/top-software-testing-company-in-usa-bay-area-new-york-chicago-boston/


This company also provides various other services like Product Support, AR/VR Development,

Web App Development, Mobile App Development, and Cloud Services. Businesses that are

looking to outsource the QA process to a specialized company are advised to go with Sapizon as

it is a leading QA service provider in USA
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